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American dragon jake long wiki

Sharing it cold is hot like a sun freezer. In June, he is one of selectedJacob Jake Luke Long [5],6] is a young Dragon who appears as a young Chinese-American teenager who lives in New York City and serves as his magic shield. Jake's background when he appeared in season one jake as he appeared in season two of Jake's life with
his parents, Jonathan and Susan, and his sister Hartley. A descendant of a family of magical dragons, his two best friends are Trixie Carter's fetus and seemingly tell me - witted Arthur Spud Spudinski. Before his thirteenth birthday, Jake began getting glips of his dragon heritage. For instance, while smaller, during a race with Brad at
Mugwomp Camp for the Mugwomp Cup, he intentionally breathes fire, starting himself in journeys on a log of falling first in mud, losing the race [7]. On his thirteenth birthday, his magical abilities appear totally and set to protect a magical community existing in his city and throughout the world. His dragon power appearances also made
him America's first magical dragon guardian; The American Dragon. Under the formation of his grandfather, Lao Shi, and his animal guardian, Fu Cheg, Jake would be taught in the methods of his dragon abilities, and his duties as a magical guardian. Because of his youth and while still in training, his territorial home base was firstly
enforced in the New York area. However, whenever it is anywhere else in America, like the forests of New Jersey during a camping trip with his father, his authority extended to these other areas as well as he is destined to become the representative dragon for the whole country. At first, he thought the legacy of magical powers would be
cool, but rather because of Jake's responsibilities as the American Dragon, his score began to slide. He could not spend the same amount of time skateboarding with his friends as he used to, and began to grow tired of Lao Shi's training technique which he could only see as stupid. He made him wish he was only human but had to deal
with it with no questions. Although Jake is still in the early training steps to be the American Dragon, his destiny includes being the guardian, the shield and champion of creature magic secretaries living alongside people in and around New York City, and eventually the rest of the country. Among them is a cut of unicorns in Central Park,
leprechauns on Wall Street, the necessary gargoyles of the Worsened State Building, the Triborough Troll Bridge, a mysterious community between NOHO and SOHO, and films in the east river. According to his great-grandfather, the great New York is the territory of the American Dragon and if he can do it here, he can do it anywhere.
However that means Jake must know how to control his newly awakened dragon's abilities, such as breathing, flying and form-deplacation; to allow him to fulfill his duties. Meanwhile, Grandfather must know how to disfer her son's hip-hop style. Jake lives in a west-coast brownstone at 182 Shorn Eagle Dr[8]. His father, a human
businessman, is completely unless he is married to a dragon family. Jake's mother is a professional category who is also a dragon except she is human-locked, meaning she is able to transform or use typical dragon abilities as often times they can skip a generation. Jake tries to ignore his brilliant yet younger sister Hartley, a nassan
dragon, there is no available. Jake's dragon owner is his grandpa-wise and ancient Chinese dragon who, when they arrived in the United States, established an electronics store in Kanal Street and took Jake under his wing. Despite the generation difference, Grandpa is Jake's training patience mastering the fundamentals of being a
dragon, unlocking his potential, and to be on time for his lessons. The grandfather, not-so-patient Fu Chen, acts as Jake's animal caretaker. Jake initially comes from as medium, lying-back and flitatious to times teenagers trying hard to present himself as a king of cool, and to a certain degree he is pretty cool. This is often proven by her
tendency to keep up with the newest developments and genres, or personal interests such as video games, popular music, extreme sports and hot girls. Jake is shown to have a particular passion for skateboarding and is very proficient in it as well. Unfortunately, more often than not, Jake has a tendency to be stirred up, and, at times,
neglect, both of them tend to come back and bite him in the end. It often seems shortcuts to the life of the day and usually pays the price for that when it doesn't think things through. Despite James' defense, the responsibilities that he proved that he proved to be rather exceeded. Another flaw in Jake's character is that he occasionally
loses his focus to the task at hand, but he usually regains it when he has. Also, there are times when Jake is far too sterilized with a bit too quick to leap into stocks, who have often backfire on him, especially when dealing with opponents who are smarter than he gives them credit for. Fortunately, though when everything is said and done,
Jake proves that he's a very responsible teenager, he's still quick at acknowledging when he's the one at fault and still takes it upon himself to put things right no matter what. He is also shown to be very resources when he must, often come up with multiple plans and strategies on the fly and know when to use his grandfather's lessons
when they need them. Jake is shown deeply care for those around him, but he is not always susceptible towards the feelings of others. For example, he once spoke out against his father, Jonathan, which led to Jonathan's feelings Evil. He shows that he has a long rivalry with his younger sister, Haley, and he absolutely hates it when
Haley snaps her accomplishment on her and makes her look inferior by comparison. However, despite Jake's problems with Hartley, he showed that he would not hesitate for a moment to help him when he needs it. Jake is, at times, set at odds with his grandfather, but so it shows that he has nothing but respect for Lao Shi. She also has
a close link with her animal trustee, Fu Cheg. Jake has nothing but loyalty towards her friend, Trixie and Spud, and is reciprocated this by being incomparable to her too. Sometimes, Trixie and Spud are often quick to inform Jake when his course of action isn't always right, but there are times when they go along with him and allow Jake's
actions to play out. Jake is also expected to be very confident to his friend and almost everything, including his secrets. Finally, the person Jake cares most about is Rose. On one occasion, it involves that he's cared for more than his own life. While many of her associates felt that Jake would make a mistake by having a crush on Rose,
mainly due to her whilst being the Huntsgirl, Jake always trusted his interest fully, mainly because he once had the perfect opportunity to kill him again passed him up. Jake had trouble letting Rose go first, but it seemed clear that he really wanted to move on. Though when all is said and done, Jake loves Rose more than anything and
would never allow anything to happen to him. It may seem Jake is a bit superficial, but in truth, he puts some stock of a personal personality personality more than he makes their appearance. Dragon Legacy Main Article: Dragon as a Dragon, Jake owns a myriad of authentic superhuman abilities in his race. While he's starting his career
still learning them, those powers improve over time. Physics Appearance in Human Form, Jake is a teenager with semi-long black, spiky hair and highlights. General/casual carry consists of a red jacket with yellow plates that consists of a white T-Shirt, short blue, white shotgun and grey shoes and blue shoes. Formal wear, Jake wearing
a black suit black suit with red shirt, yellow neck, and white dress shoes. Sometimes[9][10][11], bringing Jake a purple and black tuxedo. In the first quarter when it turns into a dragon it looks a tall, aches, red dragons. In the second quarter, his design changed drastically. It's pure skin and a dark shade of red. His appearance benefited his
Asian heritage. Relationships Trixie Carter article: Trixie Carter Trixie is like a sister to Jake. Although it may be annoying, it makes him protect his friends. Jake realizes this and appreciates it.arthur Spudinski Main article: Arthur Spudinski Spud is a genius. Although sometimes acting like a major he is a faithful friend and a great asset to
Jake's efforts to protect the magical world. Rose Main Article: Rose Jake Fell In Love With Rose The Minute He First Burned Into It, but for so long since then, he has remained somewhat around him and he didn't fall into actually saying anything clever when in his presence, even though Roz did nothing but friendly towards him. When
Jake heard Rose openly expressing his affection for a read, he tried to express his own feelings under the impression his mistake spoke of him. However, when Jake found out that she had misinterpreted the conversation with Rose was just being a teenager about a singer, she immediately tried to cover up her comments, she and Rose
had appearance not had a real conversation since then; although Jake used his form-moving power form irresponsible the singer was fans over, which didn't end well [3].  The relationship definitely took a turn for the better when Jake tried to ask Rose in a school dance. He had previously been asked to go by Brad at the time, pushing
Jake immediately away with someone else, but when Brad stole Jake's date and left Rose alone, Jake immediately went to comfort him with two of them sharing a dance instead [13]. As Jake pointed out later, the two of them didn't see both talking to each other since that day, but when he found out he played the role in a play, he saw
him as an opportunity to kiss him in addition to the man's lead. He received the part, but due to interfering from the magic Scarab he was caretaker and/or his own nevenvenency, he failed to actually get to the part where he kissed him [14]. In the end, at the urge of Trixie, Jake finally just asked Roz out on a date, and he's quite happy to
accept. Although he died right after. Unfortunately, just when it seemed like the relationship reached its best point, with Jake and Rose seconds away from sharing a real side, he soon found out he was actually Huntsgirl, the foe he fought since he first became American Dragon[15]. Which made Jake a bit more courageous around Pink,
though it was clear that he still had feelings for him. So much so, he even tried to convince him to leave the Huntsclan, but there is no available at the moment. Later, when Rose had dragon-Jake bound up to be killed, he revealed in his human form, which caused him to let him go before the run [16]. At first, Jake had high hopes that this
was a sign thiesethes would get better for him and Rose, but he was soon informed the next day Rose transferred to school, leaving only a picture of himself and Jake behind. This accused Jake for some time after that, to the point where he wanted to find Rose had become an unhealthy obsession with her. Then one night, Rose
appeared before Jake in his dream to warn him of a plot by the Huntsclan[17] but informed he could rescue him. This only further fuelled his desire to find him and even made him resort to a spell of teleportation, which returns. Some time after that, Jake finally found Sainte at a Huntsclan Training Academy where he was sent back in due
to his past failure [18]. Following a string of events being sent back to New York where he was acting as a double-agent at The Huntsclan, he and Jake showed the most obvious signs since that day, he kissed and embraced.   Initially, Jake wanted to be more intimate with Roz, but due to Huntsclan's constant surveillance over him, Rose
herself felt it was too dangerous to do so and insisting that the two of them should keep their distance [19]. Willing to prove the two of them were able to do a relationship job, Jake set him up so they would be science project partners. However, the problem was that it happened right when Jake went through his molting cycles, much to his
embarrassment. In the end though, Jason has reassured his love for him, not because of how it seems. He also gave him a dream sauna, the same kind of article he used to enter his dreams to warn him of Huntsclan's track, so they could at least be together in their dreams. This was the way this was for the longest time, but when it
started to look like Jake became distracted because of his relationship with Rose, Lao Shi insists that Rose breaks up the relationship, jake's own safety. Rose was reluctant at first, but after a string of events that almost got Jake hurt[9], he decided Lao Shi was right and ended his romantic relationship right there. Regardless, Jake always
harbored feelings for Rose and wanted to find a way to express them in a subtle way [20]. During their home [10], it was revealed they were at least still friends, and when they were nominated to be King of House and Queen, Jake saw this as another opportunity to relaunch their romance, which for a brief moment, she did. However,
when the Huntsman found out about Rose's role as a double agent, he charged him with his parents' safety for betraying Jake and asserting him to the Aztec Skulls. This left Jake more heartbroken than ever before. In the end though, it was Rose's sacrifice that saved Jake and the rest of the Magic world when he stopped the Huntsman
from making his wishes and instead wanted for the destruction of the Huntsclan.  Willing to save Rose from his horrific rate, Jake uses Skulls to wish he'd never been a part of the Huntsclan, giving him a new life as a result. He fled to him the next day, but before he could begin with him, he revealed he and his family would move to Hong
Kong, and Jake wished him happy to welcome. Jake tried to move on from that and even tried to start a romance with Danika. But when his family went on vacation to Hong Kong and Dragon Festival reveals he was 'insane' they take on the Magic World, Jake is forced to seek Rose for help and attempts to remind him of his ex's life. Of
course, he didn't believe it at first, but when he left his place also left behind the pictures of the houses that began accompanying his memories, pushing him to help Jake and the other dragons. When the threat was over, Rose and Jake share a side of victory, meaning they've gotten back together again. Danika Hunnicutt Main article:
Danika Hunnicutt Once Rose left for Hong Kong, Jake set his sights on the Swim Team captain, Danika Hunnicutt, a girl she has often tried to impress with her skateboarding tricks. He asked him in a dance, which didn't end well, then later asked him to be his graduation partner. Age by Season One: 13 Seasons Of: 14 [4] Episode
Appearance Skill Danning: Jake is a great break-dancing this is also one of his natural skills. It is also worth noting that this is not a drag train. Although it seems it's common in Jake's family, as his grandfather Lao Shi was a great dancing too. Skateboarding: Jake is also great at skateboarding. He can do cool tricks and flip when with his
chart. Jake's skateboard, his skateboard has a dragon similar to Rose's birth painted on him. While in human form, Jake mostly uses Jake to skateboard his chart for transport. Before Jake got his dragon power out, he used to hit the park park with Spud and Trixie, but his dragon duties began to take too much of his time spent with his
friends. Gifted athlete: Jake is great in acrobatics and can do some attacks, backflips, and many other acrobatics, but this may be due to his dragon heritage. Also, this capability is mostly used while Jake is in human form. Trivia It is revealed in episode the Rotwood Files true form Jake may be portulated in his dragon form because
Professor Rotwood is in possession of chemicals which he believes can transform dragons back into their true form. True or not, Rotwood believes the true forms of dragons must be dragons, and human forms are merely as gues. Jake's original birth was to him 1988, since originally, dragons could have been born only in the Year of
Dragon. Her official birthday in the series is unknown, though she is hinted at the Adventures of Troll Sitting down Jake's birthday is 1992. [summons needed] Both his parents were originally of different ethnics. And his mother and his father made him Chinese Jews. However, Jonathan Isaiah changed later to American shouting.
[summons needed] His first friends would be an African-American male named Jamal Johnson with a nymph/ocean river disguised as someone named Brook Pesci. [summons needed] Brook was also meant to be her love interest, though Jake would initially have a flu for her before she developed any interest. [21] James discovered his
dragon lines also inspired by Harry Potter's in the series Harry Potter learns his identity as a witch. [22] According to Jeff Early, there are other dragons in America. [summons needed] That is supported by the fact that Jake's maternal location in the family is all dragons living in Florida. Yet Jake is the official American Dragon girl. Jake's
voice actor, Dante Basco, also made the voice of Zuko in Avatar: Airbender's past Mr. Epic de Jake as a dragon similar to Mushu from Mulan, and he is often confused with him. In fact, not only are the two similar in physical appearance but in personality as well. It's possible that Mushu was also the inspiration for Jake Long's appearance
and personality. Jake's address is 182 Shorn Eagle Dr[8]. Jake's appearance is a big, Dragon West in season one, but then appeared as a slender, African-American dragon season two. Jake's hair has green spots in him because he uses an outstanding amount of hair gel. Though at one point in his june, green spots were blue. In
season one, Jake's skateboard was yellow with a red dragon design about it. In season two, it was dark with the same design and flames on both ends. One or two vicious noted that even though he called the American Dragon, Jake's Dragon Shape is the content of a European dragon of sorts made famous in medieval folklore such as
the Dragon and Storge in Season 1. By Season 2, typing its appearance down to a syndicate, however-like Arzyatic Dragons inspired. The closest thing to a dragon in the mythology of the North Americans is Piasa, The Native American wings of creature depicted in one of the two Muslims painted by Native Americans on bluffs (cliffs)
above the Mississippi, and the dragon earth from Cahto's People's Creation creation in Nagaho, said there are all the vegetation of the earth and the mountains created on itself. Jake is an example dictionary of an enthusiasm of the Book of Dragons in our Midst, albeit more extensive power than any athrozil in the books. An antrozil is a
dragon parent of human form, and one human parent is pure. The Chinese word for dragons is long. jake's catch is Aw, man! and Dragons Up!, the letter in it says almost every time it turns into a dragon. Although Jake says he developed his dragon power to 13, he appeared a little power at the age of 7, when he accidentally breathed fire
during a race [23]. Though Jake is pretty cool, he wants to do some stupid things to put things right. Like in Season 1, she sings a ridiculous song on national television to put all of the sleep in Gremlin [24]. Jake and his team have also appeared in a cruise episodes of Lilo and Stitch, The Series [25]. Through the location of a universe
shared with: Kim's possible Recess Family Proud Ingrid the third from Fillmore! and two Middleton Cheerleaders, especially named Cheese and not just in suits, from Kim appeared in Jake Halloween's part [26]. In a episode of Season Two [27], his cell phone is white. However, in all the other episodes of Season Two, his phone is red.
His ringtone on his phone is theme song, only without these words. In a flash-ahead[8], an older version of Jake is shown with his imagined son. Jake's birthday is sometime in February late in February or early, since it's a Pissces[3]. Jake is similar to Danny Fenton's main character in Nickelodeon show Danny Phantom: Both are
teenagers who fight for peace. Both creature-based powers were found in popular myths. Jake, Danny's dragon, fhost both have at least two friends who know their secrets. Jake has Spud and Trixie; Rose; Later, while not a friend, Professor Rotwood Danny has Tucker and Sam; Later, his sister Jaz Both had at least one parent who
didn't know their secrets until they were late in their careers. Jake Danny's father, both of his parents both were family members related to their powers. Jake's family on his mother's side are dragon parents Danny Ellis are ghostly hunters both have a fight as they trigger their transformation. Jake, Dragons Rise! Danny, (I) Go Hit! Both
were the first victims of buildings in blond-turf blonde grass. Jake Baker, Brad Morton and Danny Baxter 8. Both are smarter to accomplish the sisters who eventually grew up to understand the struggles of the Brethrast and occasionally borrow a helping hand in the fight against evil. Gallery Jake Long/ Gallery of Community Content
References is available under CC-PA-SA unless otherwise noted. More American Dragons Jake Long
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